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Dear Chair & Members, 
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SUBMISSION TO THE MINISTERIAL EXPERT COMMITTEE ON ELECTORAL REFORM 

IN WESTERN AUSTRALIA 

FORWARD 

The Shire of Wagin welcomes this opportunity to make a submission into electoral reform in 
Western Australia. The Wagin Shire Council (The Council) has not taken up any invitation to 
circulate and promote petitions on this matter as it believes that Local Government should 
remain apolitical and should not become involved in any actions that could be construed as 
being "party political". 

OVERVIEW: 

There seems to be a high level of bipartisan support to review the proportional representation 
system which sees candidates elected to the Legislative Council on a handful of primary 
votes due to p"reference deals being entered into during the election process. Council abhors 
the practice of "preference harvesting" and believes that addressing this should be the 
principal focus of electoral reform in Western Australia. Council is very concerned however 
at the prospect of a reduction in the numbers of Legislative Council members representing 
the regional areas of the State. 

Whilst Council concurs that the principle of one vote - one value is a noble one, it is of the 
view that due to the relative sparsity of population in regional Western Australia, the level of 
disadvantage experienced by those living in the regions and the significant contribution that 
the regions make to the Gross Domestic Product (particularly in mining and agriculture) ,there 
is a strong argument for resisting changes to the current level of Parliamentary 
representation in the Legislative Council. 





2. Recommendations for the distribution of preferences in the Legislative
Council's proportional representation system.

The terms of reference imply that there should be some change to the distribution of 
preferences in the Legislative Council's proportional representation system - rather than that 
the proportional representation system being replaced. Council does not know about what 
options might exist here and this part of its submission may well be outside the terms of 
reference. 

It is believed that central issue here is the question of the Proportional Representation system 
of voting. 

Council believes that the proportionate representation system of voting should be replaced 
with a system which is attuned to ensuring that the intentions of voters are accurately 
reflected at the ballot box (such as preferential voting). It concurs that the current system is 
broken when candidates with very few first preference votes are elected because of 
preference harvesting. If it is within the terms of reference, Council would encourage the 
Ministerial Expert Committee to recommend a change in the voting system to the Minister 
with a view to establishing some credibility in the election of Legislative Council members. If 
this is outside of the terms of reference, and the proportional representation system is to be 
retained, then Council would encourage the Committee to ensure that there is a change to 
the method in distributing preferences within the system to more accurately reflect the 
intentions of voters. 

In closing, Council takes pleasure in inviting the Committee to Wagin to discuss this 
submission and/or matters associated with the question of Electoral Reform, should it wish 
to obtain viewpoints firsthand. 

Appreciation is extended to the Ministerial Expert Committee in considering this submission. 

Yours faithfully, 

CR PHILLIP BLIGHT 

PRESIDENT
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